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  1510

   Brand: Excalibur
Product Code: 1510
Availability: In Stock
UPC:  289538969939
FCC ID:  ELVNTRNC
MPN:  1510-03E
Location:  Cleveland, Ohio

Price: $94.99 

Short Description
Excalibur 1510 2-Way 1/4-Mile Range LCD Remote Control

Description
Brand NEW Excalibur 1510-03E 2-Way 1/4-Mile Range LCD Remote Control
Transmitter

The Excalibur 1510-03E 2-way 1/4-mile is one of Excalibur's premium LCD
screen remote control. Do you have a compatible Excalibur systems? You can
replace those remotes with this Excalibur remote control. Reference the
application table below.

This remote control is new from the original manufacturer ensuring that you are
receiving a genuine product made for your Excalibur system.

Works with the following Excalibur systems:

AL-1670-B
AL-1870-3DB
RS-270
RS-271
RS-272
RS-275-3DB



RS-370

Will replace the following remote Excalibur remote controls:

118
123
1415
1416
1510

Please make sure you have a working control unit installed in the vehicle prior to
ordering this remote control. Programming instructions are included in the
package and will require accessing your valet/programming switch.

Please contact us if you have any questions.

 

PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS:

Standard Programming: This method to program additional or replacement
transmitters does not affect the Unauthorized Transmitter Alert (UTA) feature.
Before you begin, have all transmitters which are to operate the system at hand.

1. Turn the ignition “on”.
2. Within 5 seconds of Step 1, press the Valet Switch 5 times. The

siren/horn will briefly sound, confirming that the system is ready to learn a
transmitter code.

3. Press the “lock” button on the transmitter. The system will chirp the
siren/horn once to confirm that the remote was learned.

4. If a code is not received within 10 seconds of Step 2, the learning process
will automatically exit.
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Specification
Remote Control
Works With Antenna(s) 433 ECHO
Battery Type CR2032 (X2)
FCC ID ELVNTRNC
IC Number
Frequency 434Mhz
Range 1/4-MILE
1-Way or 2-Way 2-WAY
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